
 
 

SARA WATERER – 511909  – POP 1 OVERALL EVALUATION 

With almost no experience of acrylics or oils I had everything to gain. All the 

techniques and colour theories were new to me so this module has been one of 

continuous learning. Looking back at Part 1, I see very little colour mixing, flat blocks 

of paint, no layering and little spontaneity of brush stroke or line. I’ve come a long way 

since (with some inevitable struggles) and grown in confidence and ability in painting 

with acrylics. I chose to save oils for another time. I did the Landscape section before Figures and it wasn’t until I 

had completed Landscape that I got to grips with acrylics and stopped wishing I was working with watercolours. 

What did I gain? 

I’m now excited by the potential of acrylics. I’ve enjoyed using opaque and transparent layers, dribbling paint and 

splashing it about, as well as sanding and scraping to reveal colour and detail below. I’ve made fascinating 

discoveries e.g. enamel paint can be used as a durable underpainting to reveal as a kind of 

palimpsest. 

I now understand that overly literal interpretation and unnecessary detail take the vitality out 

of a painting. This is a most important lesson. My large landscape for Assignment 4 

(Snowdon), inspired by the works of Welsh artist Gwilym Prichard, loosened up my work and 

I started to feel the joy of acrylics and managed some expressive painting with large brushes 

and palette knife. 

My tutor’s feedback had just the right balance of constructive criticism and encouragement. She pushed me to be 

more experimental and less literal and I have been grateful for this. Her guidance around colour mixing, the use 

of warm and cold colours, and steer towards more expressive and gestural line have been particularly valuable.  

My choice of subject matter is braver and my compositions are better. I’m filling the picture plane and creating 

more interesting backgrounds. I’ve learnt to stop regularly and take inspiration from other artists. For Assignment 

5 these included Emil Nolde, Georges Rouault, and Ernst Ludwig Kirchner. With figure painting I believe I am 

starting to tell stories and convey atmosphere. I’ve learnt how to use a photograph or a grainy video still as the 

starting point for my own interpretation and I feel this is another significant breakthrough. 

Areas of weakness 

I have a tendency to overwork my paintings and I must watch this. I need to practice and experiment more to 

achieve a truly gestural line; my tutor has given me useful pointers. I’ve gone from limited sombre colour palettes 

to vivid primaries and I could do with exploring the area in between. I need to improve my drawing skills, as this 

underpins everything (I’ve signed up for life drawing classes this autumn) and further explore abstraction and 

simplification. It is important that I widen my knowledge of artists and art movements as this is not 

comprehensive. I’m currently studying Creative Arts Today and this is opening my mind and giving me new ideas.  

Areas of special interest 

I attended a Shakespeare in Art workshop and a Traditional Signwriting workshop and 

these have influenced my work more than I might have expected. Shakespeare’s 

Richard II as played by Fiona Shaw in a ground-breaking1995 performance became my 

Personal Development theme. The appeal lies in the facial expression, body language 

and drama, and the opportunity to reinterpret and use my imagination. I did an 

experimental text painting (a Richard II quote) as Part of Assignment 5 using enamel 

paint with acrylic and I’m keen to do more. I recently came across the concept of ‘found text’ in art and I’m 

fascinated. I also want to tell news stories through art and I don’t want to turn my back on landscape as I felt my 

Snowdon painting was taking me in an interesting direction. I feel these are the beginnings of a personal voice. 

How did I choose my paintings? 

I chose paintings that I felt were most successful (with some help from my tutor) and those that, in the main, are 

indicative of the subjects I would like to focus on going forwards – theatre and performance, news stories and 

landscape. Not surprisingly, my better work was produced during the second half of the course.  

https://learningmojo.wordpress.com/2016/05/04/exercise-abstract-painting-from-man-made-form/

